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Abstract – A Latin square or Latin square design is an experimental 
design that controls nuisance factors by blocking them off in two 
directions in order to study the effect of a treatment variable. It is 
produced when each treatment appears once and only in each row and 
column of the square. In this study, group theory concepts are used 
to determine the subgroup of a group-structural Latin squares that 
would represent the original Latin square with minimal efficiency loss. 
Latin square of the order 6x6 to 12x12 that have group structures were 
considered. The largest subgroup for each Latin Square was determined 
by finding the maximal normal subgroup of the given group. Results 
revealed that, on the average, the efficiency loss was only 6%.
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INTRODUCTION

Latin squares or the Latin square design is an experimental design that controls 
nuisance factors by blocking them off in two directions in order to study the effect 
of a treatment variable.  Thus, a treatment variable, T, at three levels A, B, C can be 
studied using a Latin square by controlling two nuisance factors C and R, each at three 
levels C1, C2, C3 and R1, R2, R3, respectively.  If the nuisance factor C represents the 
columns and the nuisance factor R the rows of a Latin square, then a 3x3 Latin square 
is produced when each of the treatment levels appears once and only once in each row 
and column(Montgomery, 1991).

A number of interesting mathematical questions arise out of Latin squares as 
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described above. For instance, there is no known formula to determine the number 
of distinct Latin squares of size n x n. Computer calculations, so far, has determined 
the number of distinct Latin squares up to n = 15.  A related question, which has some 
applications in high energy Physics, has to do with the saturation point of a Latin 
square.  More precisely, what percent of the squares need to be known in order to 
construct a distinct Latin square? (Ref: http//mathworld.wolfram.com/LatinSquare.
html).  The nature of questions related to Latin squares is such that even one without 
sophisticated background in mathematics can easily grasp.  It is, therefore, a very 
alluring and seductive mathematical curiosity.

This study considers yet another dimension of Latin squares.  Specifically, the 
study investigates the practical applicability of Latin squares in designing sub-optimal 
experiments with fewer treatments while preserving the original algebraic structure.

For a fixed n, all n x n Latin squares have the same mean squared errors (MSE) and 
are, therefore, equally efficient.  Let:

(1) …  
SST

SSESSTR −
=2

be a measure of efficiency of an experimental design, where SST stands for the 
total sum of squares, SSE stands for the error sum of squares.  It is known that for a 
given n, all n x n Latin squares have the same R2 value. 

In many practical situations, fewer treatments (with at least the same level 
of efficiency) would be desirable since such would entail lesser costs and fewer 
experimental replications.  From the standpoint of Latin square experimental designs, 
therefore, the logical question to ask would be: what choice of m < n would meet a sub-
optimality criterion, e.g. minimal reduction in R2.?  In addition, how should the m < n 
fewer treatment be chosen? 

In search for answer to these questions, one is inevitably led to the concepts found 
in group theory.  A group G is a non-empty set together with a binary operation * 
satisfying the following conditions: (a) there exists a unique element e∈G such that a*e 
= e*a = a; (b) to each element a∈G, there exists a unique element b∈G, such that a*b = 
b*a = e; and (c) for all a,b,c∈G, (a*b)*c=a*(b*c).  In addition, if a*b = b*a for all a,b∈G, then 
we say G is an abelian group.  It is interesting to note that for a fixed n, some of the n x 
n Latin squares form a group structure while others do not.

Denote the class of n x n Latin squares that form a group by Ѓn.  If the number of 
Latin squares of size n x n is |Ln|, then it is clear that |Ѓn| ≤ |Ln| with equality holding 
only for n =2.  It is logical to begin the statistical analysis by considering an n x n Latin 
square Gn∈  Ѓn.  Since Gn (of order n) possesses an algebraic structure as mentioned and 
has the same efficiency given by (1) as all the other Latin squares in Ln, we consider the 

subgroups nm GS ≤  and study their statistical properties in relation to the efficiency 
measure (1).  Note that by Lagrange’s theorem, |Sm| divides |Gn|. (Fraleigh,1989).

Section 2 discusses the statistical concepts of Latin squares and distribution of 
quadratic forms in normal random variables.  Section 3 presents some useful concepts 
in finite group theory.  Section 4 gives some analyses of the group structure of Latin 
squares.  Section 5 investigates the theoretical connections between finite groups and 
the statistical properties of Latin squares belonging to Ѓn.  Section 6 provides some 
numerical results related to the problem through simulation.
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Statistical Concepts and Latin Squares
The most commonly used random variables in practice are those coming from a 

normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2.   Let x1, x2 …xn be independent and 
identically distributed random variables from a normal distribution with mean µ and 
variance σ2, we symbolize this as: 

1.3    If Z1, Z2,…,Zn are iid N(0,1) then y = Z1
2 + Z2

2 + …+ Zn
2 has a σ2chi-square 

distribution with n degrees of freedom.

Proof:   (See Mood, Graybill and Boes, 1975).

If a random variable X has a chi-square distribution with m degrees of freedom, 
and y is an independent chi-square random variable with n degrees of freedom, thenth 

ratio 
ny
mxf

/
/

=    has an F-distribution with m and n degrees of freedom.

The results of theorem 1 are easily extended to multivariate normal vectors.  A 

random p-component vector X  has a p-variate normal distribution with mean vector 

 and covariance matrix Σ if its density can be written in the form:

provided that the inverse of Σ exists.  The p-variate standard normal distribution, 
therefore, has the density:

(Theorem 2 summarizes the results relative to multivariate normal random 
vectors.

Theorem 2.   Let X ~d MVN (µ,Σ). Then :
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1.1   Z = (X - µ)’ Σ-1(X – µ) has a chi-square distribution with p degrees of   
                 freedom;

2.2   If   Z ~d MVN(0,1), then if A is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank p,    
                then Z’AZ has a chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom.

2.3   Z’AZ and Z’BZ are two quadratic forms in normal random vector Z,   
                then the two are independent if AB = 0.

Proof:    (see Graybill, 1976).

A direct application of these results can be seen in the theory of general linear 
models (GLM).  To this end, let: 

(4) … y =  xβ + ε

where  y is a n x 1 observed random vector, X is an n x p matrix of constants,  β is a 
p x 1 vector of unknown parameters and ε is an n x 1 random error assumed to obey a 

multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix σ2I.  It is easy to 
verify that the maximum likelihood estimators of β and σ2 are:

By an application of Theorem 1 and 2, we see that  has a normal distribution, 

MVN(β,σ2(X’X)-1),  and 
∧

2s has a chi-square distribution with (n-p) degrees of freedom.  
It is instructive to analyze the numerator of (7).  The following identities are easy to 
verify:

8) … )()( yyyyyy −+−=−
∧∧

and :    )()'()()'()()'( yyyyyyyyyyyy −−+−−=−−
∧∧∧∧

               SST  = SSE + SSR
where:   

               SST  =  )()'( yyyy −−

               SSE  = )()'(
∧∧

−− yyyy

               SSR  = )()'( yyyy −−
∧∧

.
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The decomposition (8) is called the orthogonal decomposition of the total sum of 
squares into the error sum of squares (SSE) and the regression sum of squares (SSR).

 The decomposition (8) is often summarized in an analysis of variance table as 
follows: 

In order to verify that the ratio called f is indeed F-distributed, it is necessary 
to check that the numerator and denominator are each independently chi-square 
distributed:

Theorem 3:   In the standard GLM, the distribution of 

  and the two are statistically independent.
Proof:
 

since HIHI −=− 2)(  is also symmetric and idempotent.  It follows from Theorem 
2 that SSE has a chi-square distribution (actually σ2χ2

n-p) with degrees of freedom equal 
to rank(I-H) = n – p.

3.2 The proof for (3.2) is similar.  It remains to show that (3.1) and (3.2) are 
independent sum of squares.  To do this , note that :

While 

Using Theorem 2, we note that:

0)()()( 2 =−=−=− HHHHHIH
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Application to Latin Squares
The orthogonal decomposition (8) is a basic tool in Experimental Designs, 

particularly, for Latin square designs.  The statistical model for a Latin square is:

While yijk on the ith row, kth column for the jth treatment, µ is the overall mean, αi 
is the ith row effect, τj is the jth treatment effect and βk is the kth column effect.  The row 
and column effects are the nuisance factors.  The analysis of variance decomposition 
gives:

(13) SST = SS(Row) + SS(Column) + SS(treatment) + SS(Error) 

  with respective degrees of freedom:

  p2-1 = (p-1) + (p-1) + (p-1) + (p-2)(p-1). (Montgomery, 1991).

The treatment sum of squares (SS(treatment)) is obtained by collecting the data 
under each of the Latin letters (treatment), i.e. collect and add all data for treatment A, 
do the same for treatment B and so on.

It follows from this observation that:

Theorem 4.   For a fixed no and a set of experimental data for no x no Latin square design, 
any choice of  no x no Latin square gives the same error sum of squares.

Proof:   The orthogonal decomposition applies regardless of the position of the Latin 
letter in the Latin square, hence, the totals for each Latin square will be the same. 
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Finite Groups and subgroups
Let Gn be a group of order n.  Such a group that can be written on a group table is 
often done in abstract algebra.

Definition:   Let G be a group and let H be a subset of G.  Then, H is a subgroup of G if H 
itself is a group under the same operation on G.

Remark:   To verify that H is a subgroup of G, it is only necessary to check that e∈H and 
for all a, b∈H, then a* b-1 ∈H.

A group of order 2 has only the trivial subgroups {e} and G itself.  Similarly, a 
group G of order 3 has no proper non-trivial subgroups.  We state without proof the 
famous Lagrange’s Theorem:

Theorem 5.  (Lagrange)  The order of a subgroup H divides the order of a group G.
The contra-positive of the theorem is useful for our present paper, namely: “If the 

order of H does not divide the order of G, then H is not a subgroup of G”.  Thus, groups 
of order 2 and 3 have no proper non-trivial subgroups.  In fact,
Theorem 6.   Every group of prime order p has no proper non-trivial subgroups.
Proof:   If p is prime, then the only divisors of p are 1 and p.  Any other positive integer 

less than p cannot divide p and, hence, cannot be the order of subgroup of H.  
Definition:  Let (G,*) and G’,o) be two groups of the same order.  G and G’ are isomorphic 

to each other if there exists a function  that is one-to one and onto and 
satisfy:

Two groups are isomorphic if they are structurally the same.  Obviously, two 
groups of different orders are not isomorphic.  All groups of order 2 are isomorphic; 
similarly all groups of order 3 are isomorphic.  A very important theorem in algebra 
relates groups of finite orders to the groups of permutations.  We now state without 
proof, the following theorem.
Theorem 7:   (Cayley) Every group of finite order is isomorphic to a subgroup of the 

group of permutations on n letters.

2.0 Groups and Latin Squares

The purpose of this section is to analyze the group structures of n x n Latin squares. 
Some of the results presented are new results while others are standard results in 
algebra.  We first define terms to standardize our terminologies:

 
Definition:     A finite table label is an arrangement of the Latin letters {A, B, C, …,Z} on 

the column and row headings.  The labels are said to be the standard labels if they 
are arranged in their natural order.
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The symbol “*” is placed on the tables to denote a binary operation.  This binary 
operation takes a row symbol and combines it with a column symbol to produce a 
symbol to be placed in the row and column intersections.  If the resultant symbols are 
symbols coming from the row and column symbols and each symbol occurs once and 
only once in each row and column, then we have a Latin square.

Definition:  Latin squares having standard labels are called labeled Latin squares. Our 
interest lies on the characterization of these labeled Latin squares for any n.  For n 
= 3, there are 12 3x3 Latin squares but only 3 of these are groups.  Theorem 5 below 
characterizes these group-structured Latin squares.

Theorem 8.   (Diangca)  A labeled 3x3 Latin square is a group if the first row and first 
column entries are identical and the entries are precisely the cyclic permutation of 
the standard sequence (ABC), namely (BCA) and (CAB).

Proof:   First notes that once the first row and first column of a 3x3 Latin square are 
known, then the rest of the entries are determined by the Latin square property.  
Consider the labeled Latin square whose first row and first column entries are 
(ABC).   It follows that A is the identity element of this structure by symmetry.  
Consider the second row entries that begin with B.  By Latin square property,  B*B 
= C and B*C = A.  Also for the third row entries that begin with C, we have C*B = 
A and C*C = B.  It follows that A-1 = A,  B-1 = C and C-1 = B.  The associative property 
follows by tedious calculation. 
The proof for the tables with (BCA) and (CAB) as first row, first column entries is 

similar.   
All the three 3x3 Latin groups are cyclic, that is, there is an element x such that x3 = 

e, the identity element for each of these groups. In fact,
Theorem 9.   Every group of order 3 is cyclic, hence abelian.
Proof.   Let G be a group of order 3. Without loss of generality, let e∈G be the identity 

and let A,B ≠ e be the other element.  Suppose that none of A or B generates G, then 
A2 = e and B2 = e.  Thus A*B ≠ e. Since A*e = A, it follows that A*B = B from which A 
= e, a contradiction.  

If the leading entries (first row, first column) do not belong to the cyclic permutation 
of (ABC), then the Latin square so formed does not possess a group structure.  For 
instance, the table whose heading entries are (CBA) does not form a group (it does not 
have an identity element) as one can easily verify.  The presence of the sequence (ABC), 
in that order, in any row or column of the table identifies the identity element (identity 
permutation).  
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Figure T

In figure Q, the sequence (ABC) appears on the first row, first column, hence A is 
the identity element; in Figure S the sequence (ABC) appears on the third row, third 
column, hence the identity is C; in Figure T, it appears on the second row, second 
column, hence the identity is B.

As of this writing, we have not yet formulated a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a 4x4 labeled Latin square to be a group.  However,
Theorem 10.   If a labeled 4x4 Latin square arises as a cyclic permutation of the standard 

sequence (ABCD), then it is a group. Moreover, the identity element of the group 
is the label of the row (column) where the standard sequence appears.

Theorem 10 ensures that there are at least four (4) groups of labeled 4x4 Latin squares.
Corollary 1.  If a labeled n x n Latin square arises as a standard sequence (ABCD…), 

then it is a group.
Theorem 11.   If an n x n labeled Latin square is standard and the elements in each row 

or column are cyclic permutations of the letters, then G is abelian.
Proof:    Since every cyclic group is abelian (Fraleigh, 1989), it suffices to show that G is 

cyclic.  Let Aj be the elements of Latin square. j = {1,2,3,…,n} and G = {ρi : i = 1,2,…n-
1) where ρi = action of every row or column on the n elements of Latin square. 
Consider a Latin squares with cyclic permutation of n elements. The ith row or jth 
column of the Latin square gives the permutation
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Therefore, G is cyclic, hence abelian.

 Let NG be the number of groups from n x n labeled Latin squares, it follows that 
NG ≥ n from the Corollary.
3.0 Sub-optimal Properties of Subgroups of Labeled Latin Squares. 
 We begin the statistical analysis of group n x n Latin squares starting with n = 6 

since no proper non-trivial subgroups exist for n = 2 and n = 3.  For n = 4, the only 
possible subgroups would have order m = 2 while a 2x2 Latin square is not possible. 
Also when n is a prime, there is no proper non-trivial subgroups existing. 

3.1 Subgroups of 6x6 Group Labeled Latin Squares.

be the standard notation for experimental designs.  For convenience, we illustrate 
our point with an example using a 6x6 Latin square experiment.  Note that 6x6 is the 
smallest Latin square dimension for which a sub-optimal subgroup Latin square (3x3) 
can be generated, i.e. a 2x2 Latin square is not feasible since the experimental error term  
cannot be estimated or the degrees of freedom is zero for SSE for this configuration.

Table 1.   Coded data for a 6x6 latin square

 The sum of squares can be easily computed as:

 SS(total)    = 154.222  SS(row)    =   38.222
 SS(column)  =  14. 555  SS(treatment) =     4.555
 SS(error)    =   96.89
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with the corresponding Analysis of Variance table

Table 2.  ANOVA table for the 6x6 latin square experimental data

It is easily verified that the corresponding labeled 6x6 Latin square forms a group 
with A = e, the identity.  The set H = {A,C,E} forms a subgroup of this group.  The 

corresponding subgroup data are:

Table 3. Data for the 3x3 Latin square subgroup.

Totals 
  

The corresponding ANOVA Table for this configuration is given below.

 R2
0 = 73.78%

Our interest lies in the distribution of the ratios of the R2 value for reduced and 
original models.  In this particular case, the ratio is:

 

The ratio of the Mean Squared Error is:
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To analyze the distribution of theses ratios, recall that if
, then

(19)  … E(yz) = 2(qm – 1)

Upon noting that   for i ≠ j.  It follows that the distribution of {γi} cannot be an F-
distribution.

To remedy the situation, consider the random variables (y – z) and z.  Since 
E(y-z)(z) = E(yz) – E(z2) = E(z2) – E(z2) = 0, then  y–z and z are independent.  

Therefore, the ratio:

has an F-distribution with degrees of freedom (p-1) – (qm-1), and (qm-1) or (p-qm) and 
(qm-1) degrees of freedom.

From the preceding example, we have:

can be compared with F.05(3,2) = 19.16.  We conclude that the error reduction is 
not significant.  That is, the decrease in the error sum of squares due to reduction in the 
treatments is not statistically significant and the reduced model is accepted.

The subgroup H = {A, C, E} is such that any binary combination of any two letters 
results in one of the three letters only (by the closure property).  For instance, A*C= C 
and C*E = A, the combined effect of C and E is the same as treatment A.  In other words, 
the three treatments A,C and E represent redundant treatments, and it is possible to 
derive one treatment from the other, much like the original group structure for the 6 x 
6 Latin square.

 The results indicate an increase in R2 (from 37.17% to73.70%) and a decrease in the 
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experimental error (from 4.8445 to 1.775).  It is of interest to ask if the same technique 
can be done in general.

To put the results on a firm foundation, we define the concept of a factor group 
from a normal subgroup H of G.

Definition.  Let H be a subgroup of G.  Then, H is normal subgroup of G if gH = Hg  ∀
g ∈G.  If H is normal subgroup of G, then the set of cosets {gH}, denoted by G|H, 
forms a group under the induced operation on the coset called a factor group.
For instance in the previous Latin square group G of order 6, the subgroup H = 
{A,C,E} is normal in G.  The factor group G|H consists exactly of the elements 
{H, b+H, d+H, f+H}. Note that this factor group reduces to {H, b+H} since b+H = 
d+H = f+H.  The factor group, in this case has cardinality 2.  Since there is no 2x2 
Latin square, we conclude that the subgroup H = {A, C, E} represents the maximal 
compression of the original 6x6 Latin square, which preserves the group structure 
of the treatments.
Let H1 and H2 be normal subgroups of G.  If |H2|  > |H1|, then it follows that 

|G||H2| <  |G|H1|.  Between the two subgroups, it is better to choose H2 in the context 
of Latin square reduction since G|H1 preserves more of the original treatments. In 
particular, if |G|H| = 2, then H represents the maximal compression of the treatments, 
which preserves the group structure.
Theorem 12.   Let H be a subgroup of G.  If |G|H| = 2, then H is normal in G.  Moreover, 

H represents the maximal compression of the original treatment preserving the 
original group structure.

Proof:   Suppose g∈H, since H is a subgroup of G ⇒  gH = H also Hg = H ⇒   gH= 
Hg.  Suppose g∉H ⇒ g∈H1 ⇒  gH1∉H ⇒  gH1 = H1 and H1g = H1.⇒  gH1 = 
H1g. Thus, gH = Hg.

 Consider a 12x12 Latin square that forms a group. Let H1, H2, H3, and H4 be normal 
subgroups of order 2, 3, 4, and 6 respectively.  It follows that: 

  G|H1≅  H4 ,

  G|H2≅  H3

  G|H3≅  H2

  G|H4≅  H1 

 The maximal treatment compression is G|H1| ≅  H4 for the original 12x12 Latin 
square.

Application Setting
 
The general theory developed here can be used in the following setting.  There 

is an experimental set-up where n treatments are used. The treatments are ab initio 
related to one another through a structure similar to groups.  For example, if A = use 
of cooperative learning, B = use of laboratory method, C = inductive approach, the 
A*B is the inductive approach C.  We seek to reduce the number of treatments while 
preserving the original group structure.
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Simulation
In practice, computer simulation is done to analyze problems that are very difficult 

to determine analytically. In statistics, several assumptions are made for a certain 
situation before a probability model can be constructed. Analyzing the model usually 
involves computer simulation.

In this paper, a simulation program was developed in order to determine whether 
a subgroup that has a maximal compression of the original treatments will represent 
the original Latin square maintaining the group structure of the original Latin square.  
The simulation program used the formula 

for a p x p Latin square, where yijk were the data entries for each cell in a Latin 
square. The parameters µ, α , τ, and β had an assigned assumed values, while εijk took 
the values from a N(0,1) generated random numbers.

The ratio of the measure of efficiency of the reduced and original Latin squares,

is a measure of efficiency for original and reduced Latin squares respectively 
and their values were computed using equation (1). The F-ratio was computed using 
equation (20). 

The Sum-of-Squares computing formulas (Montgomery,1991) are as follows:

The group Latin square used in 6x6, 8x8, 9x9, 10x10, and 12x12 was in standard 
label. The first row and first column of the Latin square were standard (see appendix 
1).  The subgroups chosen were the largest subgroup for each group Latin square. In 
a pxp Latin square where p was even, the largest subgroup chosen was mxm where m 
was p divided by 2. The reduced (subgroup) Latin square was formed by choosing 
all odd rows and all odd columns respectively. For the 9x9 Latin square, the reduced 
(subgroup) Latin square was formed by choosing the 1st row and 1st column, the 4th row 
and  4th   column, and the 7th row and 7th column.

Simulation Output
In Table 6 on the following page, the value of µ was assumed at 3, while the values 

of α, τ, and β were placed in arrays consisting of different values. The simulation results 
for 1000 runs showed the average ratios of FD of the original Latin squares, and their 
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corresponding reduced Latin square were almost equal to 1.  Starting from the original 
6x6 to the original 12x12 Latin squares with their corresponding reduced Latin square, 
the FD average ratio was more than 0.9.  This average ratio showed that the measures 
of efficiency of both the original and reduced Latin squares were almost equal. Their 
average f-ratios were almost equal, which was 0.6 except for 9x9 Latin square which 
was 0.3, but all their f-ratios were less than 1.

Table 6.   Simulation Results: The values of α, τ, and β are

 

Fixing all values of α, τ, and β equal to 1, as shown in Table 7 on the following 
page, results in an average ratios of almost equal to 0.6 for all the 5 Latin squares. This 
means that the reduced Latin squares had greater values or greater efficiency compared 
to the originals.   There was no significant change in the f-ratios compared to the f-ratio 
in Table 6. 

Table 7.   Simulation Results:  Fixed values of α, τ, and β

In Tables 8, 9, and 10, one parameter was fixed at 1. The results show that the 
average FD ratios for all the Latin squares listed were almost equal to 1, while there was 
no significant change in their f-ratios.

Table 8.   Simulation Results: Fixed value of α

Group-Theoretic Reduction of Latin Squares in Experimental Designs                   R.N. Padua
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Table 9.   Simulation Results: Fixed τ

Table 10.   Simulation Results:  Fixed β

In Tables 11, 12, and 13, two parameters were fixed at value equal to 1.  The results 
show that the average FD ratios were almost similar to those in Tables 8,9, and 10, 
which FD ratios were almost equal to 1. The f-ratios again had no significant change.

Table 11.   Simulation Results:   Fixed α and τ
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Table 12.   Simulation Results:   Fixed τ and β

Table 13.   Simulation Results:   Fixed α and  β

CONCLUSIONS 

The average values of the ratio of FD between the original Latin square and its 
reduced Latin square were computed from 6x6 up to 12x12 originals.  Values of the 
parameters α, τ, and β were assumed and µ was given a fixed value of 3. The values 
of the error ε came from the N(0,1) random numbers. Changing the values of the 
parameters did not make any significant change in the values of f-ratios, which was 
less than 1. 

From the simulation results, the reduced model of the Latin square, which was 
subgroup of the original Latin square, was as good as the original. The measure of the 
reduced efficiency was much greater than the original due to a decrease in experimental 
error of the reduced Latin square. This error was caused by a reduced number of 
treatments. Thus, selecting a specific object from a small sample size has lesser error than 
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selecting a specific object from a larger sample size given that the object is in the sample 
size. For the 9x9 group Latin square, its corresponding subgroup has smaller sum of 
square error because its subgroup or reduced Latin square was only one third of the 
original; that is, it contains smaller number of treatments. Where as for the other group 
Latin squares its subgroup or reduced Latin square was only one half of the originals. 
The computed f-ratios were very small, making the reduced Latin squares as good as 
the original Latin squares. Therefore, the reduced Latin square, which represents the 
maximal compression of the original treatments, can be used in experimental designs 
to replace the original Latin squares for as long as the treatments are related to each 
other and are similar to a group structure. Using the reduced Latin square will reduce 
the number of treatments as well as lower the cost of the experiments.
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